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Abstract
Automated ground vehicles are being used increasingly in automation of factories for material

transmitting or other missions. The navigation of these vehicles is a challenge as the configuration of the
environment such as factory changes. The path-planning problem has been shown to be NP-hard, thus
this problem is often solved using heuristic optimization methods such as genetic algorithms. In this paper
a genetic algorithm for path planning of the mobile robots specifically automated ground vehicles with a
basic knowledge about navigation area boundaries and configuration of obstacles. The goal in this paper
is to travel the shortest path in minimal time while avoiding obstacles in a navigation environment. For this
reason, an effective structure for genetic algorithm was implemented.
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1. Introduction
Mobile robots are desirable for surveillance and operations such as bomb disposal or

hazardous material management, which would be potentially dangerous for humans. Kind of
industrial mobile robots being used in factory automation for material handling are automated
ground vehicles (AGVs). An important task for these vehicles is autonomous navigation, where
the vehicle travels between a starting point and a target point without the need for human
intervention [1, 2]. While basic information may be available to the robot about the navigation
area boundaries, unknown obstacles may exist within the navigation area. A path between the
starting and target points that avoids collisions with obstacles is said to be feasible - this is a
path that lies within free space. Thus, robot navigation methods need to solve the path-planning
problem, which is to generate a feasible path and optimize this path with respect to certain
criteria. Figure 1 illustrates a feasible path in a navigation environment from the top to the
bottom.

Figure 1. A Feasible Path in a Navigation Environment
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The goal for real-time mobile robots is to travel the shortest path in minimal time while
avoiding obstacles in a navigation environment. Autonomous navigation allows robots to plan
this path without the need for human intervention. As the path-planning problem has been
shown to be NP-hard, this problem is often solved using genetic algorithm. An important part of
the genetic algorithm solution is the structure of the genotype that represents paths in the
navigation environment. The genotype must represent a valid path, but still be simple to process
by the genetic algorithm in order to reduce computational requirements. Unfortunately, many
contemporary genetic path-planning algorithms use complex structures that require a significant
amount of processing, which can affect the real-time response of the robot. This paper
describes the development of a genotype structure that contains only the essential information
for path planning, which allows for more efficient processing. The genetic algorithm using this
structure is evaluated on a variety of navigation spaces and is found to produce valid, obstacle-
free paths for most cases.

Robot path planning is part of a larger class of problems pertaining to scheduling and
routing, and is known to be NP-hard. Thus, a heuristic optimization approach is recommended
[3]. One of these approaches is the use of genetic algorithms. A genetic algorithm (GA) is an
evolutionary problem solving method, where the solution to a problem evolves after a number of
iterations. A genetic algorithm starts with a population of chromosomes. Each chromosome
represents a possible solution for a given problem. For robot navigation, a chromosome may
represent a path between the starting and target points. Each chromosome is assigned a fitness
value, based on how well the individual meets the problem objectives. Using these fitness
values, individuals are selected to be parents. These parents form new individuals, or offspring,
via crossover and mutation. Parent selection, crossover and mutation operations continue for
several generations until the algorithm converges to an optimal or near-optimal solution.

Various genetic algorithm methods have been applied to the robot navigation problem.
One approach is to combine fuzzy logic with genetic algorithms [4-6]. In this approach, the
genotype structure represents fuzzy rules that guide the robot navigation, so the genetic
algorithm evolves the best set of rules. While this approach can produce a feasible path through
an uncertain environment, the genotype structure becomes very complex, as it needs to
represent a variety of fuzzy rules. Another approach is to use genotype structures that represent
local distance and direction, as opposed to representing an entire path [7-10]. While these are
simple to process and allow for faster real-time performance, the local viewpoint of these
methods may not allow the robot to reach its target. Some methods have relatively simple
genotype structures that can represent feasible paths, but require complex decoders and fitness
functions which can affect real-time response [11-13].

Our research is focused on improving the genetic algorithm performance by developing
a simple and efficient genotype structure.

2. Genetic Algorithm Structure For Mobile Robot Navigation Problem Genotype
Structure

The main point in solving the navigation problem is defining the genotypes structure to
make it possible to solve the problem with genetic algorithm strategy. In order to simplify the
navigation problem and defining the path which the robot negotiates, the environment of the
robot is converted to rows and columns. The navigation model of the robot could be either row-
wise or column-wise.

In row-wise navigation, as illustrated in Figure 2, the robot motion starts from one row
toward another row passing rows consecutively. Given a navigation environment that is
modeled by N rows, a path in that environment is represented by a genotype with N genes.
Each gene position corresponds to a row index, while each gene value corresponds to a column
index within that row. For example, the {1,7,4,4,5,8,6,2,3,10} chromosome in Figure 1,
represents a path that starts in row 1, column 1 (1,1) and ends at row 10, column 10 (10,10).
The intermediate points on this path are (2,7), (3,4), (4,4), (5,5), (6,8), (7,6), (8,2), (9,3), (10,10)
respectively. Figure 2 shows the navigation along this path in the world space, where point (1,1)
is assumed to be at the top left corner.

In column-wise navigation, in a chromosome, each gene position corresponds to a
column index, while each gene value corresponds to a row index within that column. For
example, the {7,5,4,8,10,6,5,3,7,8} chromosome in Figure 3, represents a path that starts in
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column 1, row 7 (7,1) and ends at column 10, row 8 (8,10). The intermediate points on this path
are (5,2), (4,3), (8,4), (10,5), (6,6), (5,7), (3,8), (7,9), (8,10) respectively. Figure 3 shows the
navigation along this path in the world space.

Figure 2. Row-wise Navigation and Related
Coromosome

Figure 3. Column-wise Navigation and Related
Coromosome

The direction information of a chromosome represents the intermediate steps of a path.
However, sending the robot on a straight line directly from the center of one vertex to the center
of the next vertex would mean that the robot moves on a diagonal line across many adjacent
cells. This will cause problems if any adjacent cells that the robot traverses from one row to the
next have an obstacle. A better approach is to split the diagonal path segment into a horizontal
segment and a vertical segment, which will allow the robot to circumvent obstacles.

Assume that we have a segment that starts in row 1, column 2 (denoted by (1,2)) and
ends in row 2, column 5 (2,5). If the direction bit is 0 (Figure 4), then the path segment is split
into a vertical segment from (1,2) to (2,2) and a horizontal segment from (2,2) to (2,5). However,
if the direction bit is 1 (Figure 5), then the path segment is split into a horizontal segment from
(1,2) to (1,5) and a vertical segment from (1,5) to (2,5).

Figure 4. Vertical-horizontal Direction Figure 5. Horizontal-vertical Direction

For column-wise orientation, the direction bit is interpreted as follows: Assume that we
have a column-wise path segment as shown in Figure 6. The segment starts in row 2, column 1
(2,1) and ends in row 5, column 2 (5,2). If the direction bit is 1 (Figure 6), then the path segment
is split into a vertical segment from (2,1) to (5,1), and a horizontal segment from (5,1) to (5,2).
Conversely, if the direction bit is 0 (Figure 7), then the path segment is split into a horizontal
segment from (2,1) to (2,2) and a vertical segment from (2,2) to (5,2).

Figure 6. Vertical-horizontal Direction Figure 7. Horizontal-vertical Direction
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Therefore, a direction bit is added to the chromosome structure to indicate the first
direction that the robot will turn to proceed to the next vertex.

2.1. Crossover and Mutation
In our GA, two parent chromosomes are combined applying a single-cross-point, value

encoding crossover. The crossover operator produces two offspring chromosomes with each
crossover operation. During the operation of reproduction, crossover is applied on the chosen
parent chromosomes only within the crossover probability. In the chosen crossover operator,
two parent chromosomes are combined applying a single-cross-point, valueencoding crossover.
The crossover operator has been modified to produce two offspring chromosomes with each
crossover operation. This is achieved by using the gene information, which were not used to
build offspring one, in order to build a second chromosome.

The chosen mutation operator checks with a mutation probability for every single gene
whether it should be mutated or not. If a gene is to be mutated, a random number between 1
and the total number of columns in the search space is assigned to location and a random
direction, either vertical or horizontal, is assigned to direction. This mutation variant has the
advantage that it gives the opportunity for a chromosome to become significantly altered. That
means that the complete search space will be explored and it therefore prevents the GA from
getting stuck in a local optimum.

2.2. Fitness Evaluation
Each chromosome represents a path in the world space. Recall that the goal for

autonomous robot navigation is to determine the shortest feasible path and traverse this path in
minimal time. A path is evaluated by examining its segments. The total path length is the sum of
its segments. If a segment intersects an obstacle, then this is called an infeasible step. Thus, a
path is obstacle-free only if all of its steps are feasible. Minimizing path length will minimize
travel time; however, so will minimize the number of turns required to traverse this path.

Given these criteria, our fitness function must consider feasibility, length, and number of
turns as the fitness factors. The fitness function F is shown in Eq. (1) which includes S as the
number of infeasible steps in the chromosome, L as the total length of the path segments and T
as the total number of turns. fK , LK and TK are weights for feasibility, length, and number
of turns, respectively. After the fitness value for all chromosomes in the population have been
computed, Rank Selection is used to determine the parent chromosomes that will be used for
reproduction. By attention to this that the cromosomes with high fitness would be selected for
next generartions, the fitness function is written in a way which increases with decrease of
mentioned parameters.

1)(  TKLKFKF TLff (1)

In this equation, by changing the weights, we could increase the value of the parameter
which is more important for us in results. For example, avoiding obstacles is very important in
robot navigation, so fK is considered more than the other constants. In our simulations, the

contants are considered as: 100fK , 1LK , 1TK .

3. Simulation and Results
The genetic algorithm was applied to several sample spaces to simulate the navigation

process. These spaces vary in size and in obstacle configuration. Several trials were run for
each space. Crossover rate is 0.7, while mutation rate is 0.3. The population size is 30.

The numbers of generations depend on the complexity of the environment;
consequently the generations increase as the environment space becomes large.  Figure 8 and
Figure 9 illustrate examples of successful runs for two sets.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8. (a) result path for a 10×10 environment, (b) algorithm convergance

(a) (b)

Figure 9. (a) result path for a 20×20 environment, (b) algorithm convergance

In our simulations, to get to better results, the fitness constants change as the
environment size increase.

Our modification to the genotype structure to allow more options in path planning
improves the success of robot navigation.

4. Conclusion and Suggestion
Simulations show the success of the genetic algorithm and the introduced approach in

finding suitable path in navigation.
While the success rate was high, there were still trials where our GA failed to find a

feasible path. Defenition of fitness function could effectively change the results. However
defining suitable fitnesses independent of environment size toward problem goals could be very
effective. New methods which combine row-wise and column-wise representations in the same
genotype structure could be explored.

Another approch which will be our future work is implementing coevolution between
pathes and directions in order to improve the success of the algorithm either in time or
navigation performance.
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